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The Curtain Close on COVID Theater

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

March 7, 2022, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis hosted a roundtable discussion  about COVID treatment,

early treatment suppression, vaccine risks, the collateral damage from school closures and

lockdowns, and how to end the COVID theatre once and for all. Panelists included physicians,

scientists and academics from around the U.S., including:

Florida Surgeon General Joseph Ladapo, a former National Institutes of Health-funded

researcher

Dr. Robert Malone, a molecular virologist, bioethicist, vaccine researcher and co-developer of

the mRNA vaccine platform

Dr. Tracy Hoeg, Ph.D., an epidemiologist

Dr. Jill Ackerman, a family physician

Dr. Christopher D’Adamo, Ph.D., an epidemiologist and integrative medicine specialist

Dr. Shveta Raju, an internist

Dr. Harvey Risch, Ph.D., professor of epidemiology trained in mathematical modeling of

infectious diseases

Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, Ph.D., professor of health policy at Stanford, research associate at the

National Bureau of Economic Research and co-author of the Great Barrington Declaration, which

calls for focused protection of the most vulnerable

Dr. Martin Kulldorff, Ph.D., former professor of medicine at Harvard University, now senior

scientiVc director of the Brownstone Institute, a biostatistician and epidemiologist with

expertise in vaccine safety evaluation, co-author of the Great Barrington Declaration

Dr. Joseph Fraiman, a rural emergency physician and clinical scientist, specializing in harm-

beneVt analysis

Dr. Sunetra Gupta, Ph.D., Oxford University professor, an epidemiologist with expertise in

immunology, vaccine development and mathematical modeling of infectious disease, co-author

of the Great Barrington Declaration

We Must Hold Decision Makers to Account

As noted by Ladapo, one of the things we must remember and remain intent upon as we move

forward is to hold people accountable for their public health decisions. Two years after the “two

weeks to slow the spread,” we have ample evidence proving the decision makers “didn’t know what

they were talking about,” Ladapo says.

“ Their choices, that they made for everyone, were
the wrong choices that led to, basically, no
appreciable benefit. ~ Joseph Ladapo, Florida
Surgeon General”

They abused their power, they manipulated data, they lied, and they now want us all to forget what

they said and did. We cannot let them get away with it. Many errors were made, and those

responsible must be held to account.

“Their choices, that they made for everyone, were the wrong choices that led to, basically,

no appreciable bene9t,” Ladapo says. “We cannot let them forget. We have to hold them

accountable. We have to let the country, the world, know what the truth is — because it’s the

right thing to do, and because it can happen again if we don’t.”

Thousand-Fold Difference in Risk Was Ignored

Bhattacharya was one of the Vrst to investigate the prevalence of COVID-19 in 2020, and he found

that by April, the infection was already too prevalent for lockdowns to have any possibility of

stopping the spread.

He points out that one of the most egregious mistakes made was to ignore the fact that there’s a

thousand-fold difference in risk between the lowest and highest risk groups. Children and teens are

at virtually no risk of dying from COVID. Overall, the risk of COVID is primarily relegated to the very

old and those with multiple comorbidities.

Bhattacharya has called the COVID-19 lockdowns the “biggest public health mistake ever made,”

stressing that the harms caused have been “absolutely catastrophically devastating,” especially for

children and the working class, worldwide.

In some areas of the world, children have not been in school for two years, and the ramiVcations of

that will likely reverberate for decades. Public health has also been negatively impacted by

lockdowns and other measures — measures which Bhattacharya states were based in fear, not fact.

Stunning Denials of Science

Kulldorff, in his opening remarks, points out what he believes is one of the most stunning parts of

this pandemic, and that is the denial of the basic science of natural immunity. Even doctors and

hospitals that “should know better have demanded vaccine mandates for people who have already

had COVID,” he says.

Perhaps even worse, hospitals have Vred staff who have had COVID and have natural immunity,

simply because they did not want to get the experimental jab. Those with natural immunity are not

just less likely to get COVID again, they’re also far less likely to spread it to others. This makes

them among the most valuable staff members a hospital can have, yet they were routinely

discarded.

“That goes against basic principles of public health,” Kulldorff says. “And to have a director

of the CDC who questions natural immunity, which we have now, is sort of like having a

director of NASA who questions whether the earth is Gat or round. It’s just mindboggling

that we’ve come into a situation like that.”

Fraiman, whose clinical research expertise includes risk-beneVt analysis, also expresses disbelief

and frustration over the scientiVc censorship we’ve seen in the last two years. He points out that

many of his colleagues are simply too afraid of getting Vred to speak the truth.

DeSantis, similarly, highlights how incredibly di_cult it has been to publish and Vnd research that

contradicted the o_cial narrative, and even when available, the mainstream media would refuse to

acknowledge it, whereas they would endlessly publicize speculation and statements of opinion that

had no basis in fact or science, but supported — however `imsily — the o_cial narrative.

I would add that so-called fact checkers have even gone so far as to “fact check” scientiVc peer-

reviewed publications,  labeling them as “misinformation” or outright “false,” resulting in their

being censored on social media!

That’s an astounding development. It does not bode well for science when noncredentialed

individuals with zero experience in the topic at hand are given the authority to decide the

“truthfulness” or accuracy of scientists’ work.

The Inversion of the Precautionary Principle

Gupta, who has some 30 years of expertise in mathematical modeling of infectious disease, points

out that what we’ve seen over the past two years is an “inversion of the schedule of uncertainty.” In

short, doubt was cast on things that were rather certain — so-called “unknowns were not unknown,”

Gupta says — while certainty was claimed for things we had no clue about.

“The powers that be told us the measures and restrictions would work, but we didn’t know they

would work,” she says. Moreover, we didn’t know what their purpose actually was. “It was a rather

incoherent set of goals,” she says. One thing we knew for certain was that lockdowns and other

restrictions “would have enormous cost,” she says.

“That was the one thing we were certain about, yet that’s what we went ahead and did. We

inverted the precautionary principle of trying to minimize harm, by doing the one thing we

knew would cause harm.”

I would add that the scale of that harm was never calculated or addressed at any point along the

way. It’s as though it didn’t matter how great the harm was, as long as there was the appearance

that we were doing everything in our power to prevent COVID.

Plausibility Versus Science

Risch brings up a similar point, saying we’ve seen a lot of misdirection. What’s been conveyed to the

public have been things that are plausible, but not scientiVc. “There’s a big difference between

things that seem plausible and things that are scientiVc,” he says.

For example, lockdowns are a plausible countermeasure, but they’re not based in science. In fact,

all the science we have, show them to be harmful, with little or no beneVt whatsoever. “The same

has been true for medications,” Rish says.

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration put out warnings saying that hydroxychloroquine should not

be used in outpatients, even though they had no data on outpatient use of the drug. They only had

data on in-hospital use, and the two situations are not comparable.

Early COVID symptoms are completely different from symptoms of later-stage, severe infection and

the two stages require completely different treatments. Hydroxychloroquine only works well when

used very early. It’s not useful in the later stages, and frontline doctors were well aware of this.

No JustiKcation for Mandating Vaccines for Children

Malone — speaking on behalf of the International Alliance of Physicians and Medical Scientists,

which currently has some 17,000 members — stressed that, in terms of COVID policies, the Alliance

has “made a series of very clear, unambiguous statements.”

“There is no justi9cation for mandating vaccines for children. Full stop,” he says. “We’re of

the strong opinion that if there is risk there must be choice. This is fundamental bioethics

101.”

As noted in the second Physicians Declaration  by dated October 29, 2021, children’s clinical risk

from SARS-CoV-2 infection is negligible and long term safety of the shots cannot be determined

prior to the enactment of mandatory vaccination policies. Not only are children at high risk for

severe adverse events, but having healthy, unvaccinated children in the population is crucial to

achieving herd immunity. Malone continues:

“No. 2, as far as we’re concerned, there is no medical emergency now, and there is

therefore no justi9cation for the declaration of medical emergency and the suspension of

rights ...”

The Alliance also condemns “the hunting of physicians and the restriction of physicians’ ability to

prescribe and treat with early treatment.” With regard to vaccines, Malone also highlights the fact

that while a PVzer/BioNTech COVID injection has been approved by the FDA, that product is not

available.

So, there is NO FDA approved COVID “vaccine” on the market in the U.S. The only products

available in the U.S., for children and adults alike, are emergency use authorization (EUA) products,

for which liability is waived.

Now, in order for the COVID injections to qualify for EUA, there could not be any other treatments

available, which appears to have been the driving factor behind the suppression of early treatment

with repurposed drugs such as hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin.

Mask Mandates Have Not Had Any BeneKt

Speaking to the issue of mask mandates, Hoeg has published several studies, looking at the effects

of universal mask wearing. One of them assessed compliance and outcomes in the Wisconsin

school system. On average, 92% of children complied with the mask wearing, and only seven

students out of 7,000 caught COVID during the 2021 school year.

This was used by media to proclaim that masks work. The problem is, there was no control group,

and the low infection rate could have been due to anything. Hoeg points out we have studies from

Scandinavia, where masks were not worn, and they too had extremely low infection rates among

children.

Again and again, we’ve seen that children just aren’t susceptible to COVID, especially not severe

infection. So, low incidence really says nothing about the effectiveness of masks.

DeSantis also notes that neighboring schools — one that had a mask mandate and another that did

not — had no discernible difference in infection rates, which he believes is rather compelling

evidence that mask mandates have no beneVt. What’s more, of the two largest randomized

controlled trials, both showed that masks do not prevent the spread of infection.

According to Hoeg, we’ve inverted the precautionary principle with respect to mask wearing as well.

Without any high-quality evidence of beneVt, we’ve chosen to mask children even though we know

there are harms. They interfere with communication, impede learning, hinder breathing, promote

bacterial infections and more.

The Collateral Damage Has Been Immense

As noted by Fraiman, any time you consider a public health measure, you have to conduct a

thorough risk-beneVt analysis. Who may beneVt and to what degree? What are the harms, who will

be harmed the most, what’s the extent of the collateral damage? Do the beneVts outweigh all of the

risks?

In the case of school closures, “the collateral damage has been immense,” Fraiman says. Physical

and mental health has been impacted. According to Fraiman, there’s been a doubling of obesity and

diabetes, for example, during the pandemic. There’s been a dramatic increase in anxiety, depression

and stress.

Recent statistics show a shocking spike in fentanyl overdose deaths among high school-aged

adolescents in the U.S. during 2020 and 2021. The following graph, from a December 24, 2021,

preprint article  posted on medRxiv and tweeted  out by Dr. John B., a scientist, illustrates the

situation better than words.

According to the authors:

“Adolescent overdose mortality saw a sharp increase between 2019 and 2020, from 2.35

per 100,000 to 4.58 per 100,000, representing a 94.3% increase, the largest percent

increase of any 5-year age group ...

Trends were driven by fatalities involving IMFs [illicitly-manufactured-fentanyls], which

nearly tripled from 2019 to 2020, and represented 76.6% of adolescent overdose deaths in

2021 ... Our results should also be understood in the context of rising rates of adolescent

mental illness during the COVID-19 pandemic.”

“I think it’s quite clear that the collateral damage outweighed any beneVt that was there,” Fraiman

says. “So, I think we need to take a more systems-level approach before embarking on this kind of

policy the next time.”

Was Harming Children Intentional?

Bhattacharya adds, “Almost from the very beginning of the pandemic, we adopted policies that

seem like they were tailor-made to harm children.” Lower-income children were disproportionally

harmed by lockdowns and school closures. “The effect on these kids has been catastrophic,” he

says.

He cites a study that calculated that, as a result of the school closures during the spring of 2020,

children in the U.S. will lose 5.5 million life years. Lost learning literally ripples through the child’s

entire lifetime. They lead less healthy and shorter lives and are more likely to be steeped in poverty.

In some areas of the world, schools have been closed for nearly two years. As noted by

Bhattacharya, we’ve “robbed an entire generation of their birthright.” Mask mandates have made the

impact on children even worse.

He points out that the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is the only public health

agency in the world that still recommends masking toddlers, “with literally not a single study

showing it has any consequence on the spread of the disease.”

“The only reason they continue to mask [toddlers] is because [the toddlers] are powerless,”

he says. “We’ve adopted this idea that children are the central problem; children are the

ones who should bear all the burden of infection control.

In fact, that’s not true. It has revealed the values we have as a society, and it’s not a pretty

picture. None of this has actually worked to protect the vulnerable. Still, 80% of the deaths

are in people over 65. What have these restrictions on children bought? Not very much, if at

all. And it’s caused tremendous harm that we’re going to have to address for years to

come.”

Florida Recommends Against COVID Shots for Healthy Children

In late February 2022, Ladapo and DeSantis also updated the state’s policy on masks, formally

discouraging mask wearing.  Toward the end of the roundtable, Ladapo announced the Florida

Department of Health would also formally recommend against COVID shots for healthy children,

aged 5 to 17,  as they “may not beneVt from receiving the currently available COVID-19 vaccines.”

During the roundtable, risks such as myocarditis were also discussed. Florida is the Vrst state to go

against the CDC’s vaccine recommendations. In a statement published with the new guideline,

March 8, 2022,  Ladapo said:

“Based on currently available data, the risks of administering COVID-19 vaccination among

healthy children may outweigh the bene9ts. These decisions should be made on an

individual basis, and never mandated.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,807 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Randyfast
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The idea that the pushers/controllers of this covid psyops aren't aware of the harm that the "measures" have/are causing, is the most

ignorant and naive notion! This is intentional! They planned this long ago...of course, they know the harm they are causing! If the

so-called "health o_cials" don't understand how utterly useless and harmful those idiotic masks are; then they should not even be

working in the health sector! All of these so-called measures are being FORCED upon healthy individuals, who are not in need of ANY

medical intervention! I have never witnessed such insanity, criminality and utter evil! I'm going to repeat this, one more time; in the hopes

that it will sink in to at least a few thick skulls: An entire generation of children is being destroyed! That's on top of all the other damage

that the "measures" have caused!
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Randy - you are awake !!
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Randy—this is true and so SAD!
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Hello Randyfast: You're right. The corporations and agencies behind the plandemic planned the outcome years ago. It amazes me

that anyone ever thought otherwise. Here's one of hundreds of pages of evidence that would put all the "experts" behind bars for

the rest of their lives - IF we were living in a Lawful society. > WHY PEOPLE WILL START DYING A FEW MONTHS AFTER THE FIRST

MRNA "VACCINATIONS" Published January 2021 Duration12 min 36 sec

video.wakkeren.nl/videos/watch/9bd9f602-e5e9-47e0-b35d-8f1bfd78f0f4?fb..  Note the 2012 release date of the Plos one study.
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Stan; yes I am...I don't sleep very well. ;) -- Siggy; very sad, indeed! -- Paul; thanks for the link. I haven't seen that site before. What's

most concerning, is that the death and destruction is only beginning!
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Authoritarian control of the 99% by the billionaire class, the .00001%, is the sole objective of the plandemic. The .00001% of

"democracies" have long envied the control by the authoritarians of China of their 99%. How to bypass democracy and the long

established rule of law has always been the problem. The fear created by the massive manipulation of real information has

generated su_cient fear to allow a level of control never before possible in the West. To support that argument, the people of

China have suffered little compared to much of the rest of the world. There have been 3 deaths per million population in China.

There have been 3 thousand deaths per million population in the US & EU.

A thousand fold difference. China did not need to instill fear in a population that was already under control. Since the economies of

the West were negatively affected by the plandemic, China is able to beneVt even more economically by keeping their population

healthy. A brief survey of the data provided by Worldometer makes one question the narrative of a universally deadly virus.

www.worldometers.info/coronavirus  In February of 2020 50 tons of vitamin C was delivered to Wuhan. News that was little

published. What was done with the vitamin C was not published in the US at all. We here can easily speculate it was used to control

the epidemic.

nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/tons-of-vitamin-c-to-wuhan/  Coincidentally China's GDP rose by 8.1 % in 2021 while the

GDPs generally were low or even down in the West. news.cgtn.com/news/2022-01-17/China-s-GDP-tops-114-36-trillion-yuan-in..

 In the West the wealth of the .00001% has increased dramatically while the wealth of the 99% has declined. But it is not about

money. That can be generated in inVnite amounts digitally. It is about control. The .00001% are pathological narcissists who want

to make the 99% feudal serfs. It is as simple and horrifying as that.
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Criminals do it on purpose. I wonder why parents are so dumb.
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Roundtable Discussion on COVID Treatments and Mandates
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

March 7, 2022, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis hosted a roundtable discussion about COVID treatment, early treatment suppression, vaccine

risks, the collateral damage from school closures and lockdowns and more

)

March 8, 2022, the Florida Department of Health updated its guidance, formally recommending against COVID vaccination for healthy

children, 5 to 17. Florida is the Vrst state to go against CDC vaccine recommendations

)

Florida Surgeon General Joseph Ladapo stressed that, as we move forward, we must insist on holding decision makers accountable for

their harmful public health decisions. “Their choices, that they made for everyone, were the wrong choices that led to, basically, no

appreciable beneVt,” Ladapo said

)

According to Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, one of the most egregious mistakes made was to ignore the fact that there’s a thousand-fold difference

in risk between the lowest and highest risk groups. Children are at virtually no risk of dying from COVID, yet children have been forced to

bear the burden of disease prevention. “Almost from the very beginning of the pandemic, we adopted policies that seem like they were

tailor-made to harm children,” he said

)

According to Dr. Sunetra Gupta, what we’ve seen over the past two years is an “inversion of the schedule of uncertainty.” Doubt was cast on

things that were certain, while certainty was claimed for things we had no clue about. Decision makers chose to do the very things we knew,

for certain, would cause harm. They inverted the precautionary principle to minimize harm, and chose to maximize harm instead

)
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Axkershaw; That's about it. We knew that the vitamin C news would never make it to the mainstream media...not good for

business! Karolina; the parents are dumb, because they get their ongoing "education" from the mainstream media; where up is

down, right is left, black is white, truth are lies...as I like to point out: Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion. It's all "Hollywood magic"!

They are master manipulators. When I see parents restricting their toddler's oxygen intake by covering their face with the toxic

mask; I really have to wonder if they even have two neurons to rub together! This is a whole new level of Child Abuse!
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are not only "awake" but "conscious "
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Martix; thanks. Could we add 'conscientious'? I'll take all I can get. ;)
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The implementers 'don't care' about the damage to children. They are censoring the truth of it, and when caught they de`ect. Most

citizens are sleep walking and want it that way.  I haven't encountered one person willing to admit they may have been wrong, and

they will keep their heads buried for as long as there seems to be no cost to themselves.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Covid Theater curtain is just closed for intermission. Now here's a word from our sponsor: The Genocide Club - the proud makers of

Killer Jabs and World War 3.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The terrorists will try to pull the same bullshitt right before the mid terms so that they can steal all of the elections in November.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup...time to bring out the GMO popcorn with the fake butter and the HFCS soda pops, to keep those movie goers' minds sharp as

a tack! Let's not forget about the Coming Attractions!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mark and everyone, Maybe its genocide, by deVnition may be more correctly called democide (look it up if uncertain). Here's a

recent, second Steve Bannon's War Room interview with Ed Dowd, his predictions and his (partner's actuarial-style) analysis of the

current death rates in Millenials: Edward Dowd on Future Recession, Shocking Findings in the CDC Covid Data, and Democide - -

www.bitchute.com/.../RLomy2n1yFep  - - see what you think after watching this! Florida is only 1 of 52 states.
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast- Don't forget the movie will have lots of deleted (Redacted) scenes and CGI galore so moviegoers will not know what's

fake or real.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fvtomasch; I don't think they've been able to differentiate real from fake, for a long time. The "theater" merely reinforces that state.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast: Yes, the Coming Attractions and Previews: global warming; race riots; food shortages; supply chain disruption; price

in`ation; religious terrorists; and drug cartels. We need to empower the state with emergency powers to prosecute wars on every

aspect of human existence at home and abroad - not just against infectious microbes. In the welfare police state, Welfare is

Warfare! Carefully cultivated serial crises as a system of government.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The shear fact that 10,000 people turn 65 every single day in the USA. The reporting of 80% of the terminal ill are over 65. This illustrates

so much more the absolute evidence that as Americans become older (over 65) a larger segment becomes weaker, natural immunity

wanes, Shelf life diminishes, Pharma chemicals run rampant into the stomachs and blood streams of the world as they clearly become a

go to non-cure, non-remedy, band aid, for the elderly. We build homes to warehouse large blocks of humanity world wide as a comfort

zone of compassion. The reality being it was far too much a result of ersatz modern medical care that put them there. The continuums of

dis-ease. If you really wanted population control, the elderly are sitting ducks for elimination, and the poor are even more so the quick and

easy targets of fear, panic, hypnosis of paid for Media sick theaters.  That's right folks....Don't touch that dial!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

well said wallguy - sometimes I feel ashamed to belong to the human species
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feelingood99
Joined On 7/26/2012 10:36:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let’s do our best to be a TINY bit optimistic… it’s a step in the right direction, and now it looks like New Hampshire will be selling

Ivermectin over the counter - no prescription. A glimmer of hope that others will follow suit? 

🙏
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"optimism" is a form of self delusion after two years of death and destruction
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jimh1144
Joined On 7/4/2021 10:29:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is essential that we take an upbeat path to the solution. While we grouse about the problem, and there is a huge problem, when

we focus on the problem, we are led by the problem and the "people" who foster the problem. In other words, anybody can talk

about the problem but in doing so, the problem becomes the leader and the people who foster the problem become OUR leader.

Our incredible mental and visionary capacities become "led" by the problem. We need to move to a solutions-orientation where,

instead of Vghting what's wrong, we build a better world; we build what's next.. Resistance brings us more of the same. Building

what's next with a clear vision delivers what we get next. It's our choice and we need to wise up the the functions of the human

mind and how focus and vision works..

Resistance and grousing and comparing notes about how bad it is, is not a plan; it is a prison of the mind.. Add emotion and we

really lock ourselves down. We have choices in each moment. Frankly, we need to partner with the frequency of God, the order of

the Cosmos and our Maker of which we are participants and become exponential and usefully contribute to how the world turns

out. After all, it is up to us. PS Great article! ...It's about time! PS I "saw" this coming a long time ago and built up supplies of

ivermectin and chlorine dioxide way ahead of the curve.. Visionary guidance is a handy tool to have around and understand.

Namasté
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for this feelinggood. I believe it's going to get more di_cult before it gets better. We'll be challenged to draw on the

spiritual resources that are part of our heritage. It won't be easy but I refuse to feel like or be a victim of their machinations. This is

a psy op and despair and giving into negative emotion is a losing move imo. Clarity and honesty are needed but simmering anger

and resentment won't help others. This is an opportunity to wake up spiritually.
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GrandmaJoJo
Joined On 3/18/2022 11:53:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ivermectin was refused as treatment for my daughter who requested it when she was in ICU for 20 days. The government protocol

killed her with remdesivir followed by ventilator. She was a victim of Democide! I have no hope for anything good to come from this

regime or any that may follow.
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

feelingood99, I love New Hampshire!
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GrandmaJoJo~ I'm so very sorry for your loss. There have been others who have had the same type of treatment and results. It's

truly sad and unbelievable for this kind of thing to happen in a medical system which is supposed to be trying to 'help' those in

need.                         I see you've just signed up...Welcome to this wonderful forum in our little corner of the world. Not all problems

can be solved here, but it's comforting to know there are many here who care and willingly share their knowledge.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please accept belated condolences for your loss, GrandmaJoJo. I am sure everyone on this page will have read your message and

wept for you even if they did not express it in words. The story has become too familiar and so people tend not to react any more.

But to you the pain will still be raw. It seems, as one reader commented, “the U.S. has become a very strange and dark nation” - the

enemy is within the city walls not outside them. Therefore a different kind of war is being waged - governments against their own

citizens. Small comfort perhaps to you to know that the tide is beginning to turn as more professionals are whistleblowing, the rats

are deserting the sinking ship and more are waking up. Hope you have friends or family close by to comfort you.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A good start now how does this & the Nuremburg Trials get put out to the general public in meaningful ways & not wallpapered over by

the o_cial paid Trolls called Fact Checkers one would call Farce Chucker's if the situation were not so serious. It does not matter how

infectious a bug may be. What matters is how many actually get sick beyond a snotty nose & need to have hospital treatment or there is

actual threat of death beyond people already on the edge. Protect those segments of the population. This type of public hearing is long

overdue, too bad it's about two years short.
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jen2636
Joined On 4/9/2015 7:30:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Agreed! The only people we hear about that have died from COVID (allegedly), have died in the hospital and NOT at home. This is

alarming!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steve - when they opened Pandora's Box everything escaped and only "HOPE" was left
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Steve - Today and yesterday, more rats abandoning ship, now the White House Covid-19 response czar:

www.theepochtimes.com/white-house-covid-czar-zients-to-step-down_43438..  - - - - - - - - - - - And, ta da, yesterday's main article

did not prompt this, wonder what did? "New Hampshire House Approves Over-the-Counter Ivermectin" - - -

www.theepochtimes.com/new-hampshire-house-approves-over-the-counter-iv..  - maybe feed stores were running out of stock? -

Sorry, both are premium articles, not sure what you can or cannot see without an account.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When rats abandon ship is when it on the verge of sinking! We can only hope!
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The whole mess just makes you want to sit down and cry. And after 10 minutes, one feels very angry that this was allowed to take place,

and even encouraged. Accountability needs to happen now. To all involved. It is well overdue.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@eileen I feel so bad for those who are forced to to live with lifelong vacc injuries, and friends and relatives of those who did not

survive. What a hideous nightmare of pain to in`ict on humanity in the cause of Vnancial gain and control-freakery.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of this nonsense, death, destruction, turmoil, scaremongering, terror, and dismanting of our normal societies was no mistake.  It was,

and continues to be very deliberate and orchestrated by the criminals of the WEF, WHO, UN, UNICEF, UNESCO, NATO and other such global

enterprises.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stephjask I guess if we live in an ad-soaked society we are largery conditioned to run on fear, as in: "but take this [product] and

you'll be ok..." I moved to the US from UK, for a couple of years in the 1980's and the non-stop tv advertising barrage was very very

noticeable by comparison. Well, it's pretty much the same in the UK now, and health will soon be completely privatised, due to the

silence of our 'most trusted status' BBC on the subject. Strange and unfortunate times indeed.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bee, have you considered one or two solutions to the problem? First, Vnd the off button on your TV and just keep it that way unless

there is a particular programme you enjoy - perhaps a sports match or the weather forecast. Second, you could consider

permanently removing your TV and putting the licence fee money, if you pay it, towards some worthwhile project: a holiday,

learning a new skill; a charitable donation; joining a club. The BBC receives Vnancial support from Bill Gates as well as the obscene

amount of funding through the compulsory licence fee paid by some 30 million households yet nevertheless continues to

participate in the current group psychosis agenda which has resulted in a substantial number of the viewing population being

brainwashed.

It also has a fairly murky past in supporting a known or suspected paedophile - in, for example, the Jimmy Saville affair. ITV is

funded by advertising but all mainstream media are noted for misrepresenting the truth by conveniently omitting any mention of

events which contradict the o_cial narrative.

As such they have become merely propaganda machines on behalf of the government and investigative journalism is no longer

required. As for the NHS, it is under threat from creeping privatisation by the government. You can help prevent this by joining We

Own It : weownit.org.uk. The aim is to put pressure on local NHS leaders, get radio stations talking about NHS privatisation and

organise days of action to alert the public.
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garyha_
Joined On 3/18/2022 3:40:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If they're slipping gonacon into the lipids it all makes sense. I found an SEC .gov or two with spayvac courting vaccine companies to be

the provider of lipids. Spayvac makes fertility reduction chemicals used on mammals (also some birds) for when species become

invasive. One is two injections 3 weeks apart followed by boosters that last around 6 months depending on the species. Probably pzp in

that case. Both are GnRH antagonists. It was only after connecting the dots I stumbled across the Amazon show Utopia 2020. A Vve

minute clip out there sums it up. Yesterday found out it is a remake. The 2013 British version has several episodes available online

currently.

A write-up on the show says: The plan consists of: (1) Convincing the world's population that there is an outbreak of a deadly new virus,

(2) Once convinced of the narrative of the faux-pandemic, announce to the public the creation of a new vaccine, (3) Through the

coordination between global elites and non-governmental organizations, governments move quickly to inject the world's population with

this "vaccine". (4) Once the population is injected, it turns out that the vaccine is designed to sterilize almost all of those people that take

it, causing the global population to drop from 7.8 billion to about 500 million, and ushering in a new era of plenty.

Yeah right, that's completely unrealistic, right? No elite would ever dream that we are overpopulated and take action wanting to save the

planet, right? Sure I mean then it would be possible to elevate all nations to a life of luxury but who would ever think of such a thing? On

succeeding, history would judge those people as the greatest who ever lived, as saviors of planet earth but humans aren't driven by such

things right? No one will notice, no one will care. No upvotes when I mention it. You're all too asleep, brainwashed, numb or something.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gary - you are a genius - let no one tell you any different
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally agree, that’s exactly what they are doing. Sterilization of at least 60% of the population is what I heard. People are too

trusting of corrupt governments. Sad

😢

. It’s sickcare provided by governments.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The shots are to in`ict maximum harm. That is their reason for existence. Big Pharma is not happy that kids are not being shot up with its

toxic crud. Big Pharma is a domestic terror organization. BTW, it appears that the shot for pneumonia given soon after birth is loaded

with graphene. This is according to La Quinta Columna. I read somewhere that since 2018, graphene is in the regular `u shot.
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Dena1219~ I hadn't heard that 'yet' but am not surprised at all. Despicable. It used to be occasionally when something new

happened. Now, it's practically daily. :o(  I just heard them bringing back the old ads again for the GARDASIL shot. It makes parents

feel guilty if you don't have your children get it, because they very well might get cancer and die! And if you remember, at Vrst, it

was for girls...not long after, it became necessary for the boys as well.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DeSantis for President! There's a leader!!!
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can’t help but notice that day after day the same subjects are being recycled; you’ve been duped by your government, origins of covid

are purposeful, we’re all going to die, where is the accountability, etc, etc. It’s pointless and disempowering to continue with The Sky is

Falling. We know the truth times 10,000. What I want to read is empowering ACTION STEPS to take back what is ours. I’ve been wanting

to speak out more directly but have been to chicken shitt so here goes: We must organize a take over. The feds know we’re long over due

to act. I’ve read they have task forces already in place.

I say let’s not disappoint- Many of us are older and armed. We’ve lived our lives, we can afford to sacriVce our remaining time for future

generations. The bs chatter calling for peaceful resolution is a jerkoff to keep us from doing the hard work that needs doing. We’re being

murdered by our governments. We’re way past peaceful and regurgitating The Who, what, where and why details is a waste of time. You

all sound like hens from a children's book. It’s time for action. We need grassroots organizations to take back our land from these

vultures. We are legions, they few!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

kat - repetition is necessary as the Zombies have NO MEMORY at all - every night in front of the screen they are a blank page

waiting to be primed

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 9:55:52 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stanley, I agree, but on this site, we are not the zombies, we are the enlightened. Where is our plan of ACTION? We are

regurgitating the same hen-pecked news day after day. We need action. It wouldn't take much to turn the tide in our favor. Let us

older people take the lead. I can't do this alone, but if we join together, we can.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 10:15:04 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sign me up. I don't want to die with a lot of wasted unused ammo.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 11:33:29 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

canary_ingoldmine
Joined On 12/5/2021 8:19:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree. At the very least, we need to stop wasting our time and energy trying to wake people up and instead focus on building the

parallel societies that will be the change we want to see. Then the others have an alternative choice when they Vnally see the light;

they may need to actually see that there's a better way of living in the world where some of us know this intuitively. Beating a dead

horse and preaching to the choir is frustrating and counter productive. Anyone who actually wants to know the truth has, by this

point, gone out and found it. The rest need to live the lie until they can't anymore.

That's the grim reality. While protesting has its place, it won't change anything in a situation where it is being used as an excuse to

usher in laws that allow bank accounts to be frozen and organizers to be jailed. (Canada for example.) Building the new is

proactive and positive. It gives purpose and allows for hope. Whether or not this involves taking up arms at this stage is debatable.

That offers another excuse for extreme counter measures by government. Give peace a chance maybe?! Build quietly and bring

out the big guns if needed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 12:38:02 PM
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veraromo
Joined On 6/29/2010 4:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly right Kat. We can keep protesting peacefully until the cows come home. This is WAR. Blah blah blah, rehashing all the ***,

what a waste of time. It is TIME FOR ACTION.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 8:35:20 PM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

kat, the outliers will take them out. A few at a time.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 10:42:01 PM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis, Vngers crossed someone does. But it can’t be willynilly it’s got to an organized effort bc if it’s here and there that gives them

time to push out more restrictions and propaganda. I have no experience at this. It angers me that the experienced Vghters have

laid back so long. How many people have to die? Freedom lost? How many jobs, credit scores, opportunities crushed? And families

bitterly torn apart does it take before we, me, you, them stop talking and take what’s ours back?! Surely someone is organizing and

I realize they’re not going to advertise that fact in public view but we’ve got to show support for whoever is planning. We’re ready,

we’re here to support you. And please note I’m aware of the danger there is just for posting here. But again, us older people can

sacriVce where we can. I will.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/19/2022 8:31:41 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mao in the great Famine of the 50's in China utilized the exact template to control. The use of subjective science was used and tweaked

as needed (narrative goal post shift) to push the agenda moving forward. Modern day CCP has advanced this exponentially and as we

have seen have bought and paid for players in many countries across the world implementing this NWO. DeSantis, Ladapo, Bhattacharya,

Risch and the rest of this round table mentioned above know this as do many of us here and the Vght is just beginning. Ladapo is so

"right" on the mention of "insist in holding to account" We have seen ZERO accountability these past two years.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 9:27:17 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"zero accountability" is the heading that the "STATE OF THE WORLD" report conVrms
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Slowly but surely there are grassroots alternative blueprints emerging for parallel systems of living and operating businesses. The

demand will grow, because what they offer is superior.
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Joseph Ladapo was also one of the original America's Frontline Doctors. I so admire Ron DeSantis for appointing him as the Florida

Surgeon General. Actually, I admire Ron DeSantis for many things.
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BeatriceW
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:25:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everything has been inverted.www.bobmoran.co.uk/.../this-is-original-artwork
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great graphic in your link. Talk about Stranger Things, we've been stuck in the Upside Down for two years.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@BeatriceW - wonderful! I have it on Facebook now using juststeve's 'stuck in the upside down for two years' as title Hopefully it

will wake a few more up.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BeatriceW - funny you are using the word "inverted" - in the 6th 3-hr Looong interview Brian Rose had with David Icke January

2022, David expanded on how he knew early on, even before the Plandemic response that something was going on, because he

could see "the inversion" of normal topics of discussion. He gave 4 or 5 examples of this inversion, from masks to lockdowns, and

his wording made it clear the plandemic response had nothing to do with human health. Then he descrbed how, if you re-invert the

language being used, it gives clues as to what the real agenda may be! Its a link on Brian Rose's website, Session 6 with David Icke.

Also posted on bitchute.
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keysellyn
Joined On 10/8/2012 4:03:20 PM
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Ok playing devils advocate here hope I’m not censored. 1. You trust desantis when he has habitually voted against the Medicare system.

2. Desantis is the same guy who pumped millions of gallons of radioactive waste water from piney point phosphate plant into Tampa bay

killing off our sea life decimating the manatee and mullet population . 3. Further pumps radioactive waste water now into our aquifer

systems essentially taking away our right to clean water and food Vr who knows how Many thousands of years half life. Yes vaccine use

is a choice not a demand.

Children do not get the virus and die as readily as people over 60. Back to natural immunity; I’ve had covid 19 and omicron . Where is my

natural immunity? Am I immune to 19 and now immune to omicron? Does that mean with every new varient I will be susceptible? But

never will I get 19 or omicron again? ?? So viruses don’t exist in nature so the common cold pneumonia etc are just Vgments of the

imagination? Manifestation of big pharma? So Ebola virus · Rabies · HIV · Smallpox · Hantavirus · In`uenza · Dengue ...don’t exist.

Yes I think the lockdowns were unnecessary. And as far as the indigenous I don’t think whole populations died along the Eastern

Seaboard of the u.s. in the 16-1700 from eating white `our and sugar . It was due to diseases brought over from European settlers.

Children do get the virus snd they do die. Florida had two of the Vrst children in nation die at 2 yrs snd younger. Yes they probably were

immune compromised. Not saying I don’t agree with this article . And I would still like more answers on immunity.
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Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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key - Pharma changed the deVnition of "immunity" from natural infection {as held previously} to exclusively vaccination - this is an

outrageous LIE !! - as vaccines don't provide full scale immunity but only {allegedly} antibody reaction to stimulus that wane after a

few months - while natural immunity is life long - vaccinological science is in further error when they claim that immuniuty has NO

MEMORY - these greedheads lie re`exively - as to variants while vaccination is speciVc the immune system is not and recognizes

variations - so, ask yourself which system is SUPERIOR - God made or Man made ??
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rrealrose
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I would vote against the Medicare system too, now that I saw charts showing elderly Americans are dying, en masse, directly after

receiving the shots or shortly thereafter, clearly attributed to the shot (some are not so direct). Current off mainstream graphs

show death rates spiking high after each roll out and booster shot. Right now, both PVzer and Moderna are pressing (full-court if

you get my drift, to the FDA and CDC) for a 4th shot FOR Americans 65 YEARS AND OLDER. These will be kill shots, Medicare will

need to pick up undue burden of injuries and deaths on their already over-stressed system. Do you hear a peep out of their leader?

Do you even know which woman heads up the Medicare CMS system in Washington DC?
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The percent of children who die from C19 is miniscule, far far less than the percentage that are harmed or die from the

experimental mRNA shot that is mismatched to the variant, it doesn't work in other words. Also, scientists have now discovered

the mRNA reverse transcribes into DNA in the nucleus which is a set up for diseases such as cancer.  What is the point of you

mentioning children who are compromised to begin with are at risk. That cohort sadly is at risk from any virus?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listen to those who know....www.bitchute.com/.../Z7ktHIL324OW
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/vxl7s0-dr-reiner-fuellmich-on-alex-jones-grand-jury-peoples..  Dr Reiner Fuellmich on Alex Jones: Grand Jury, Peoples Court,

What’s the Next Step?  Published March 16, 2022.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Retsbew, many thanks for this link. We need to tone down the Russia Ukraine war and continue with the take down of the globalist

for the corona hoax.
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Reiner, another hero! Thanks for posting.
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Islandgirl24
Joined On 3/8/2022 2:42:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Florida for standing up. This has gone on way to long. It is about time people start Vghting back and stand up for their selves.

God gave us each a brain to think for ourselves.
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bul51293
Joined On 8/26/2013 10:32:46 PM
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Bottom Line is this.... We are living in a world with some of the dumbest brainwashed sheeple the planet has ever witnessed. The

population has been so easily controlled by these vile dirtbag scum, who believe they are 'elite' and want us all 6 feet under. These

globalists want to depopulate the planet by 90% - have A.I. running everything - and the rest that survive (all the upcoming wars,

starvation, etc.) will be living in their city ghettos getting a stipend of Universal Basic Income while they shove bugs/sewage treats (what

Bill Gates plans for us to eat) down their throats while watching more of their programmed propaganda on their Tell-Lie-Vision. Never did

I believe I would be living in a world like this (not in my lifetime), with this many libtard idiots.

Now we see the virtue signaling of these complete brainwashed morons behind their self-suffocation devices - and in a way, its good to

know who I need to Stay the Hell away from - which is a huge percentage of the population. I don't see this getting better anytime soon -

and our gov't (beyond corrupt and evil, and totally satanic) have been constantly changing the narrative to distract the masses. Most

recently it was Epstein - they didn't want the truth to come out to the masses, so execute him and throw out the C*vid BS and mRNA gene

therapy ASAP and now once the truth of the genocide is coming out to many, they are changing the narrative to Ukraine/Russia.

Our gov't hiding bioweapons labs in Ukraine (were planning to unleash some more on us) Putin realized this (did not want anything to do

with the Globalists BS) and trying to stop the crap going on there (including the Bidens illicit activities - money laundering, more ped**

and worse). We will be going into a major war here soon. We need to hold all those accountable for the mass genocide and execute all of

them. Their evil agenda needs to be exposed to the masses. Fight for Freedom! If you are a REAL MAN stand up to the plate NOW!
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I don't know, I think this is history repeating itself, only it is happening globally, facilitated by tech. Think about those old recordings

of Hitler's speeches and the huge, huge crowds magnetized by his power, and the coordinated arm raising, which was really

groveling adulation. We are witnessing the same thing again. Vera Sheraz would agree I think.
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AboveItAll
Joined On 3/16/2022 7:41:04 AM
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"""""Lost learning literally ripples through the child’s entire lifetime. They lead less healthy and shorter lives and are more likely to be

steeped in poverty.""""" Lost learning is deVnitely a bad thing. However, lost time in corporate schools is a good thing. It's not lost learning,

it's lost brainwashing time and a glimpse into the reality that is government tyranny. I call it a net positive for thinking children, and mass

confusion among the already brainwashed beyond repair.
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you ignore the basics - education, even the brainwashing is a window that allows the child to pierce the darkness of ignorance - no

matter how bad the education might be - lack of education is worse
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sun`owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because of all the nonsense, trashy material that the public schools have to offer; my daughter and her husband have decided to

start home schooling next year.  Their 6 year old brought home a very questionable book from the school library.  When my

daughter and her husband went to the school to express their concern about the book, they were told that the school was happy to

be able to have such a book available.  That's when they said enough is enough.  I thank the Lord that those two have enough

gumption to question things; and to then take action.  My daughter had already told me that if Covid jabs were going to be forced

on their children that they were going to pull their kids out of the public school.  I just hope and pray that they follow through on

their decision; and that my daughter is successful in her home schooling endeavors.
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Stanley, I have never disagreed with you up till now but I have to vehemently disagree on bad education is worse than none at all.

Public schools are all and only about indoctrination and propaganda learning. They have nothing to do with learning valuable and

useful knowledge. Today's high school graduates cannot write in cursive or make change for a dollar without a cash register

calculating it for them. Pink Floyd said it best "we don't need no education/ we dont need no though control. HEY! Teacher! Leave

those kids alone. All in all your just another brick in the wall.
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Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM
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Hi,sun`owerjanis~ Good for your daughter and husband. More and more parents are 'Vnally' beginning to realize how important it

is to pull their kids out of public schools. Even some Christian schools need to be checked out. You mentioned a questionable

book.  The same thing also happened with our son who was in the 8th grade back in the late 70s. I couldn't believe the book I saw

on his desk one day and when I asked where he got it, he said it was required reading in school for a book report! Same type of

response from the school when I went to ask about it. Our church school was just opening up the high school, and we enrolled him

there, 9 through 12. Best decision ever. There were 6 seniors at their 1st graduation.
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"one small step for Mankind" - after two years some sort of o_cial debunking of the anti life conspiracy - using various means to destroy

God's Will - like MURDER / MAIMING / TORTURE / AND MIND CONTROL - are we so mentally retarded that this has taken more than two

years to get to this stage of consciousness concerning the manipulation of our psyches ?? - these listed eminences {in the article}

represent the Vrst concerted effort to expose the FRAUD - but they represent a tiny window of o_cial dissent - the Pavlovian Conditioning

through media propaganda works on dogs and just as well on Zombies - they need to be deprogrammed - but the depth and solidity of

their brainwashing signiVes the di_culties of successfully deprogramming them, must involve as powerful reprogramming as the initial

two year hypnotic repetition that allowed these villains to implement their planned subversion of the capacity to be aware of the hoax

perpetrated against them - is this solution possible ?? - I don't think so - but then maybe I am wrong - and Humpty Dumpty can be put

together again
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AboveItAll
Joined On 3/16/2022 7:41:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why try to put Humpty back together again? That egg belongs entirely to the bankers, so let them have it as it rots away into a

stench.   If freedom is to have a change, Humpty must be discarded and small communities must get their eggs (and government)

locally again....
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hi AboveitAll - Humpty can never be put together again - the bankers are the same oligarchs that broke Humpty in the Vrst place

and they have no intention of doing anything about it - except milking the politicians for more bail outs - like God the bankers are

omniscient
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greenseedtiscali.co.uk
Joined On 1/29/2022 10:51:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so much for keeping us informed with the balance of truth in this spiritual war we Vnd ourselves. Thanks to all for our

awakening humanity that is so necessary in these challenging times.  The light makes all see the darkness and make their own choice.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting, here in the UK apparently one in 24 in London and the South East have covid (probably omicron) at this date, but apparently it

is, all totally irrelevant as we are busy getting lots of fake mainstream news about the war in Ukraine.  Well, I've got it, my husband has got

it. 6 close friends have it, some jabbed, some not, makes no difference. None very ill, all getting good strong natural immunity. Noticeable

are the totally different symptoms but all testing positive.  Jennifer
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juandoe
Joined On 10/20/2013 3:43:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The lying tyrannical democrat government censored physicians from publicly discussing the science of covid. The democrats are not

about science, they only want to destroy the United States and our Constitution.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once Trump found that his big, beautiful fast-tracked vaccines were poison, he should have pulled the plug. He didn't and continued to

promote them. "Donald, you're Vred!"
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Donald was out of o_ce when the reality of vaccines surfaced.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 3/18/2022 10:13:00 AM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'Donald' ...(and the leadership of Tennessee Temple & co should be ashamed now & repent while they still can of that 'Donald Bible'

mystical garbage, & receiving Tony Blair as well,....all that any-bible USB-corrupted LCD, & CFR antichrist centralization &

incorporation, & nicolaitanism which thing Christ hates) signed the funding bill for covid that that rep out of Delaware put before

Congress before we even HEARD about covid. Those people in leadership bite & devour one another, but nobody allowed to reach

that level of power by the powers that be behind the scenes & far, far beyond the will of the people, or the vote, of this nation or any

other, is innocent or not tied in to their corporatist 'dream' of controlling the world.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About Ukraine situation: www.bitchute.com/.../yrwD23iIvO3M
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worth watching: brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-lee-merritt-ft-dr-carrie-madej_5AuYmVjOa7kGc..
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Face it; the entire narrative of state media is insane, absurd and an exercise in doublespeak/doublethink... effectively keeping the human

herd in a state of crippling confusion. Governor Ron to his credit has gently pushed the globalist neocon envelope and opposed some of

the most inane CDC guidelines. Yet now real estate prices have doubled, our overlooked environment is still failing, taxes still rise to feed

a bloated bureaucracy and Florida gets another population explosion. Like many other o_cials displaying a bit of common sense, their

efforts as members of the controlled opposition always fall short of victory over the evil monopolist agenda.

Were they all-in representatives of the people they would be physically exterminated or assassinated by network. Tucker and Tulsi are

"Russian assets," RT has been removed "Soviet style," Rand Paul/Dr. Malone and Mercola are dead to the mainstream as the shithead war

machine turns on a dime towards real mushroom clouds. Reality gets daily rewrites to keep the public from eating their captors....The

power of propaganda compels us!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, someone behind me at the market this morning was complaining out loud about rising costs of putting food on the table now.

Meanwhile, this article is on Epoch times Premium today - New Hampshire House Approves Over-the-Counter Ivermectin - -

-www.theepochtimes.com/new-hampshire-house-approves-over-the-counter-iv..  - - - - - - Wondering if Dr. M would republish his

recipe section? Everyone may want to consider making larger batches and freezing leftovers because far more cost effective.
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Highplanesdrifter
Joined On 3/18/2022 8:13:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is my Vrst post on this or any other platform. I am motivated by the hysteria surrounding the Corona virus and the CDC's poor

response in dealing with it. I am not a medical professional, and I do my own research when it comes to health (or any other) matters

affecting me or family. I have found that there are effective natural methods in dealing with pandemics and one in particular has even

been published by "mainstream" medical paper, Lancet. For example, in June 2003 a study on a compound in licorice root called

Glcyrrhizin received little mainstream media coverage, despite its effectiveness as an antiviral. Glcyrrhizin was most active in inhibiting

replication of the SARS-associated virus and have also been studied in connection with other potentially lethal viruses and said (by the

medical researchers) to be one of the most powerful antiviral components ever studied.

More effective than  Read Sayer Ji's March 26,2012 article on this topic. It's eye opening. A pound of Licorice root powder can be

purchased for around $30.00. I have noticed that many on-line sellers of the product state that it's out of stock. A good indication that

others are discovering what it can do. We need to take an active role in dealing with potential health risks and not rely on others to do it

for us. The same is true for our freedoms. Be vigilant lest they be taken from us.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope some of your research has turned up the truth about the virus. The depopulation vaccine needed a virus. So we have

covid-19. Hundreds of thousands have died and or had serious adverse reactions to the vaccine. The Great Reset by the Davos

crowd is beginning to look like a stampede of wild humans.

rumble.com/vxl7s0-dr-reiner-fuellmich-on-alex-jones-grand-jury-peoples..  Thanks Retsbew for this link.
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redriverd
Joined On 8/23/2021 10:44:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW, some common sense, SCIENTIFIC rationale being actually reported. Florida has it right. Now the rest of the country NEEDS to

stand up to the draconian DICKtatorship "running" this country (into the ground)! This madness NEEDS to STOP and STOP NOW!

Especially the military mandates that are causing GREAT HARM to OUR Vghting forces! They are an age group that does NOT "need", nor

should be FORCED to take the "DEATH JAB"!
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thought I'd throw this in for who ever is interested even though it isn't directly related to the round table, it is related to what we have all

been experiencing... I followed the dots from here to interesting info :

www.organicconsumers.org/newsletter/mad-science-or-regeneration/ukrain..
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where can i see Dr Reiner Fuellmich’s grand jury investigation video?
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@wareagle. Glad to know you don't drug yourself. Congrats! Now, as to your reply to me, wherein you say, "... a sitting governor purposely

chose to introduce infected people into a population of those who were already sick. Who does that other than someone who intends to

push a few elders into their lives?"   I honestly don't understand what you are saying. What is meant by "intends to push a few elders into

their lives"? I am completely lost with what you are trying to get across to me. OK, I'm slow, I'll own up to it. :) As I see things, 99.9% of the

population buys the idea that mere contact with an "infected" person automatically equals a death sentence.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Woowee! I am SO glad to see this!!
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wkhulse38
Joined On 11/3/2020 3:39:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this roundtable. It may be the most important presentation you have ever posted. I cannot thank you enough!!!
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mpk3149
Joined On 8/19/2014 2:48:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah, the FREE STATE of Florida!
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ab70bandit
Joined On 12/4/2012 12:21:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My brothers girlfriend (in early 50's) has been diagnosed with liver and lung cancer in the last 2 months, and the strange thing is her

sister, a year younger was also diagnosed with cancer in the last 2 months...coincidence...I think not...but you can't convince most people

of that
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone I know who is 85 just diagnosed with kidney, lung cancer and hospital checking elsewhere for spread. It happened

suddenly, not surprising for someone to get a diagnosis at that age, but the age factor makes it less apparent if there is a

connection to all the experimental shots he received recently.
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sandramarie108
Joined On 9/27/2021 2:34:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually government regulation in healthcare is needed to eliminate the skyrocket healthcare costs people are currently seeing, also

same for oil industry. There is too much corruption and alteration of data to beneVt the pharmaceuticals and associates. It all needs to be

regulated just there are laws for a civilized society.  What should happen is a dissolution of the FDA and other corrupt industries and

eliminate politicians with investments in the corrupt medical and oil industry. Also politicians should not be able to hold investments in

stocks as their salary and retirement beneVts are su_cient.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We already had government regulation of healthcare. It was called Obamacare. Look how well that worked out! Name just one

thing the government runs better than private enterprise.
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mpk3149
Joined On 8/19/2014 2:48:43 AM
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Good luck with ‘Government Regulation’! The mainstream politicians are in bed with big Pharma. Don’t look to government to solve

the problem till people vote out all the incompetent and corrupt representatives.
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WCO4046
Joined On 7/8/2019 12:00:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

on the contrary, MOST administrators, CEO's and all other authoritative agencies,foundations,nations pro-one world foundations, and

elitists KNOW EXACTLY what they are doing and saying...all to an end game....its not that they in denial at all...they simply dont care...on a

mission...heavily...They either get taken down or we get taken down...reality.
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The participants in this forum undeniably are correct in their assessments of how the Covid pandemic was handled. I feel all who were

responsible for decision making should be held accountable. We’ve learned so much more about humans in this two plus period of time.

This in itself requires profound analyses. At the end of the day it is evident that human beings are not stamped out machines. We are all

unique, and need to be treated as such. This uniqueness results in the unquenchable thirst to know…there will never be an AI created to

replace the creation of humans.
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The end justiVes the means. The "end" is to cull the population. Now that the shot is widely distributed among the population, that will

happen. What happens to the "perps" of this is inconsequential. The elites are not vaxxed and of course they will escape the carnage. If

Fauci is hung or any of the "Young Global Leaders" are prosecuted does not matter. For the un-vaxxed who managed to escape the shot, a

not very nice "new" world awaits them. The only good that would come out of the shot is that there will be much stupidity eliminated from

the human race. Have a great day.
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You're probably right! My whole family and many friends are unvaxxed. We are awake but FOR WHAT, I sort of dread to think. Just

pray that Good will triumph. Jennifer
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Amazing.....this is like the Tail wagging the Dog... call in all these medical people.....for a 'Disease" that does not ever exist...what id

needed is to remove all the elements of 5G and 4G ..which have been erected by the millions worldwide...hahahahahah.........this NWO 0r

WEF or what ever you want to call them..have been vigilantly planning this out for decades.....meantime they have the Medical

Communities ,. worldwide , making 'Educated decisions' over a imaginary 'disease' or 'virus' that does not even exist....

maybe more like a dog chasing a tail that isn't there...LOL! Oh well...I have suggested people listen and understand what they are up

against....this is way beyond and medical issue ..this will effetely kill billions in their sleep or walking down the street or driving or

watching TV ..this earth will be just like living in a gigantic microwave oven.. and there is NOTHING you can do about it....... But No one

will listen....no one will know ........just one day you wont wakeup...period! for the past 2+ years I have made statements on how and why

these things are going to happen and what can be done to rectify the problems ....now at the nearly last minute...people wanna maybe

listen a little.....well Ill say, just like the sickies  doing all this will never say...

except the Vlthy politicians....."we're SORRY" .........hahahah....and than , `ick the switch that will virtually FRY Billions .......no matter how

much money you have or had...or living standards or morals or 'feelings' or religion ....suddenly you will feel like bugs crawling all over

your body...and a few minutes or maybe an hours of two you will cease to exist....poof... And another one bites the dust!!!!.........and

another and another and another... Learn while you can......research whats gonna probably kill ya..Radio Frequency ampliVed.... Directed

energy weapons  DEW's are THE greatest CULLING weapon .and now that they are all over earth..we are about to see the......
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BIGGEST mass extermination of people ever.....and think it was YOUR tax money footing the bill.........5G....ahhhh makes life so

enjoyably deadly ....better, faster computers.more games unlimited TV.....convenient.....handy...easier...sit around......doing

nothing....enjoying....snoozing...watching TV......always to busy , doing nothing.... All the while, 5G has been erected and created

and perfected....and no one really cared.....of even wanted to know or took the time as to what is happening..as long as you were in

your bubble ...piss on everything else ....busy watching TV or chatting or on some useless chat line or Social Media...

blabbering away the days.......meantime 5G was going up everywhere.....and no one questions or even cares...just My Cell phone

works better......LOL.....now Billions will DIE!!!!!!!!!!!  But look out for the Covid Bug...or Omicron will hurt ya........lol......just MORE

smoke n mirrors.......OMG........its Dem Russians or Ukraine War... evil evil evil....nasty bugs and Nasty this or that........but 5G is

right there.....cooking you......OMG its in schools....slowly cooking them kids...oh well......we'er sorrrrrry..... .////do you really think

bill gates gives a sh!t about you kid? ...or even you ?? Naw...Does Bill Gates and Klaus and Clinton and 'Committee of 300' or your

tax consuming government care about you? Hahahah NOT!!! just pay them taxes...
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At least with 5G we will all go together and at the same time.
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What can actually be done to stop the roll out of 5G? I think you are right, nothing.
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If so, then why would the evils expose themselves to this certain death?
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Digital control is coming - do you really want to support and be a part of it?

www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/03/14/2022-05471/ensuring-respo..
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Dr. Yuval Noah Harari, Top Advisor to Klaus Schwab. HUMANS ARE 'HACKABLE ANIMALS' rumble.com/vwb4ab-march-3-2022.html
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Bee70578 - your comment reminds me of a book I am currently reading, "Trust Us, We're Experts", by Sheldon Rampton & John Stauber.

Though the book was released 21-yrs ago, it is nevertheless relevant, as to how we are all manipulated by various industries & their

advertising. It is quite the eye-opener.
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Though it is too late in the game when decisions and money have already been spent on a solution when a cost beneVt study should have

been done beforehand and on other plausible solutions as well. Governments manage the nation's money so as Vnancial managers they

make decisions that affect the nation's Vnancial position just as companies must submit records to their accountants to see how well

their decisions have done. Without even looking at economic and human considerations just the cost of treating Covid alone let’s say in

2020 pre-vaccine and 2021 vaccine program. Now for argument sake let’s assume that Peter McCullough replaced Fauci and

implemented his solution in both 2020 and 2021what would the cost be? Both Nigeria and Pradesh had very low cost solutions to get an

extremely impressive result as a comparison.

As a scenario I wonder what the treatment costs for covid, the economic costs and the bottom line result (human lives) would have

resulted if Peter McCullough was in the top job instead of Fauci. The present Covid strategy has been expensive and unfortunately a bad

solution costs even more to the hip pocket without considering other negative impacts and if this accounting is not done Vscal

negligence of the nation's money will result and though greedy players have proVted at what cost to the public purse.
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All anyone needs to do, to realize how we have all been played & manipulated since day one, is to read, The Real Anthony Fauci, by Robert

F. Kennedy, Jr. Pay special attention to the last chapter (chapter 12), "Germ Games". Every last detail, on how to control everything &

everyone, is spelled out in their simulation exercises. Their intention was not only to control everyone/everything, but to intentionally

cause harm (as much harm as possible). It was never about anyone's health & well-being. In fact, it was just the opposite.
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A must read book, that has been censored right, left and center.
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Tried to order the book in Australia at a local bookstore. After search net to place the order, the store assistant said she was "very

puzzled, as it seems the publisher no longer has the rights to this book". Unable to obtain here. Anyway, I doubt if I could stomach

the evil details reported by RFK. For me, I am angered that despite the revelations in this book, backed up by impeccable sources,

Fauci remains untouched.
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If you want to know who beneVts from all the Covid mandates issued by the government elites, you need ask only one question and that

is: What would the CEOs of Big Pharma want?
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chrste
Joined On 1/21/2012 1:25:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband and I both tested positive for Covid in October 2021. We are in our early 40's. Our 8 year old tested positive also. Our 13 year

old never showed one symptom and never tested positive but lived with us. My husband and I were pretty sick. He more so than me. He

keeps in shape as a job requirement but ended up with heart and lung damage. We both got the Regeneron infusion. He was on day 9 and

I was on day 5. He sees a pulmonary specialist soon. We did not get vaccinated and still do not plan to even with all of his issues. I

deVnitely do not want my children to get the vaccine. Thoughts?
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DeDannan
Joined On 3/10/2022 7:21:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The experimental shots are a mismatch for the dominant variant.  There are recent scientiVc reports on how the mRNA can

become DNA and insert into chromosomes. The virus and the 'shot' result in spike proteins in the body. The spike causes damage.

The spikes from the virus are cleared faster and more e_ciently than from the 'shots.' It doesn't seem like it is known if the 'spikes'

are actually cleared from the shots, or if they are how long it takes. There are protocols circulating on alternative sites on

treatments for damaged lung tissue and natural medicines to boost the immune system.  I would refer to doctors committed to

helping people on the issue you mentioned. Dr. Brian Ardis is one.
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How To Kill a Whole Lot of People: Scripps Scientists Publish How They Made H7N9 Virus More Transmissible by Janet Phelan JUNE 18,

2017 www.activistpost.com/2017/06/scripps-scientists-publish-h7n9-virus.htm..  Yes, it’s an old article, but a number of links are

provided, and excellent points are made…
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you r. Mercola, a much needed discussion! So good to hear common sense as opposed to the stupidities of the MSM! No one can

point an accusative Vnger at that assemblage and call them conspiracy theorists! Lets hope it goes viral.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Experts all, yes, but only according to their own limited knowledge of the genesis of acute respiratory syndromes, ie, blame a "germ"

(virus in this case) as being the cause, with old people automatically assumed to be "susceptible" to this "germ". They've got it all

backwards.
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vio7642
Joined On 9/27/2021 3:48:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forget about the millions of people who died needlessly from Covid world, let's focus now on how bad Russia is for invading Ukraine.

Read the book by Robert Kennedy Jr. "The Real Anthony Fauci".
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Was Harming Children Intentional?" All of it was intentional. Foreseeable consequences are not accidental; they stem from people

willingly doing things that they know will have bad outcomes. There is no other way to put it. When someone knows that an action will

produce a speciVc result (a bad result) but carries out the action anyway, that's intent. The problem lies in getting everyday people to

accept that, which is understandable. Who wants to think that "leaders" and "experts" mean to harm people? It violates every expectation

we have of institutions. People can grasp incompetence; they have a far more di_cult time accepting malevolence.   Of course, no one

involved will admit to trying to harm kids. On the contrary, they will insist to the death that their plan was enacted in the name of safety.

I wonder if that's the justiVcation that Andrew Cuomo also used in putting infected people into nursing homes, of all places. The level of

self-delusion within the anointed class is di_cult to quantify and even harder to justify.  It was during the Obama years that the idea

formed: when you have exhausted the usual explanations for why a policy or program has a bad ending, you have to consider reasons

that are unusual (and unpleasant). These are not stupid people. They understand cause and effect. So, when an idea is likely to result in

poor results but is pursued anyway, Occam's Razor suggests that those results are desired.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the plea that they are just following orders is also non admissible - the crime has been absolutely established but the punishment

has not yet arrived
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

99.9% of everyone hasn't a clue as to "cause and effect". If old people, in particular, are manifesting an acute syndrome (such as

"corona 19") it is because they are the most toxic of all, generally speaking, though there are a few oldsters who look after their

health, avoid drugs and harsh treatments, and so on. I would bet everything I own that 90 percent and more of all old people (my

deVnition of old is around 75 years or more of age) are on multiple prescription drugs, most of which are poisonous garbage. And,

further, that they have likely been on those drugs, nonstop, for many years. My own mother was living in an apartment block Vlled

mainly with old or socially unproductive persons.

She knew most of the old women there - that's lots of them - and told me that 100% of them were on drugs to suppress emotions.

Including herself. She started on the "anti-anxiety" type drugs when she was around 40 or so. PARAGRAPH.       So, there ya go.

Residents of nursing homes mentioned above didn't die in their nursing home beds because they came in contact with some virus;

it was because they were supremely toxic from a lifetime of lack of proper self-care. And then "society" suddenly became

responsible for their "care." We live in a culture where nothing is anyone's fault anymore.
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course the results are desired. Just like War of the Worlds, all of our reactions and behaviors...ALL, will be dumped into AI

computers to give Schwab/WEF, and their future generations of leaders, the information and direction for their next assault. The

Ukraine situation is probably programmed into the algorithms to see how much humanity can take before the collective break. To

bring Obama or any other president into the equation is silly and another tool they will be able to use against us.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Horsea,  I didn't say people in nursings homes died speciVcally of the virus; I said that a sitting governor purposely chose to

introduce infected people into a population of those who were already sick. Who does that other than someone who intends to

push a few elders into their lives? Yet, he was lionized by the media for his "handling" of the pandemic.  I have little quarrel with the

rest, particularly the over-reliance on meds. At 61, I take exactly zero prescribed drugs, which is hardly the rule these days.
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At 75 and my sister 78, neither of us takes any prescription drugs. There ARE a few of us intelligent seniors out there!
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First rule in an epidemic/pandemic - NEVER POLITICIZE Explain to me how politicians and bureaucrats are not subject to the full penalties

of law for dispensing medical advice to all and sundry without a license to practice. deeprecovery.com/medical-disclaimer
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The cabal very seldom punishes its own. Besides, what you saw as a pandemic, they saw as an opportunity. It's the only way to

explain the list of counter-intuitive measures that were put in place, from mandated shots for those who don't need them to

lockdowns that orchestrated a massive transfer of wealth from small business owners to the big guys. And nothing will happen

here. Fauci, sooner or later, will retire with a six-Vgure pension at our expense. The drug companies are in the clear and most of the

politicians who advocated draconian measures are likely to be re-elected.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wareagle - dystopian visions are justiVed
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reb22656
Joined On 6/10/2016 7:31:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid is not a scam—I had it two years ago, and I was quite sick (although considered mild). However, the measures—lockdowns,

distancing, masks, and shots are the biggest scam going and must be stopped.
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AboveItAll
Joined On 3/16/2022 7:41:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had the `u 15 years ago and was VERY sick for almost an entire week. It's the EXACT SAME THING you had. Calling it COVID

doesn't change the `u into something else, it just changes what the press and politicians call it.
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excom_
Joined On 8/21/2021 3:33:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Genocide , Murder , Poisoning , Maiming , Geneva Convention , Nuremberg trials , USA Constitution, WHO “Constitution” , Greed , ………….  

 Why are these demons still walking. ?  Politics . And Biblical as all get out. A Pale horse and now moving forward we have a Red horse ..
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yi2m4u
Joined On 11/27/2020 10:43:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow. The “Worm has turned…” and it is the authorities who are now under the microscope to justify their actions. It’s going to be crucial

to select the targets carefully to ensure there is su_cient mainstream societal, and more importantly political, suppor to bring this

agenda to account.
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jwlatl
Joined On 2/17/2021 8:20:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too have read the warning signs for the past 24 months. The numbers never made sense. So few deaths: those who passed having

comorbidities; the effects of any Covid or variant that ensued with natural immunity; the lack of emphasis on O negative blood. When you

and your family are healthy and consume a healthy diet and exercise there is a negligible risk. Bravo to the leadership in Florida for

bringing critical discussions to our everyday life. With the midterm elections, particularly the primaries, if you see an I (incumbent) vote

for the other guy.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what "lack of emphasis of o negative blood " - could you explain
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"....the lack of emphasis on O negative blood", no reply button to Stan so posting here - some studies have shown that O positive

blood may be protective against Covid, as research has shown signiVcantly lower cases in people with O positive blood type.

 Source: The effects of blood group types on the risk of COVID-19 infection and its clinical outcome Hakan Göker 1 , Elifcan Aladağ
Karakulak 1 , Haluk Demiroğlu 1 , Çağlayan Merve Ayaz Ceylan 2 , Yahya Büyükaşik 1 , Ahmet Çağkan Inkaya 2 , Salih Aksu 1 ,

Nilgün Sayinalp 1 , Ibrahim Celalettin Haznedaroğlu 1 , Ömrüm Uzun 2 , Murat Akova 2 , Osman Ilhami Özcebe 1 , Serhat Ünal 1

A_liations   PMID: 32496734 PMCID: PMC7379446 DOI: 10.3906/sag-2005-395  Free PMC article Results: The most frequently

detected blood group was blood group A (57%) amongst the COVID-19 patients.

This was followed by blood group O (24.8%). The blood group types did not affect the clinical outcomes. The blood group A was

statistically signiVcantly more frequent among those infected with COVID-19 compared to controls (57% vs. 38%, P < 0.001; OR:

2.1). On the other hand, the frequency of blood group O was signiVcantly lower in the COVID-19 patients, compared to the control

group (24.8% vs. 37.2%, P: 0.001; OR: 1.8). Conclusions: The results of the present study suggest that while the blood group A

might have a role in increased susceptibility to the COVID-19 infection, the blood group O might be somewhat protective. However,

once infected, blood group type does not seem to in`uence clinical outcome.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These doctors are playing the kabals game by even recognizing that a virus even exists! NO ONE got sick from ANYTHING before the

terrorists started injecting the lemmings with their frankenshot poison jabs! They created the fear porn of a virus to scare people into

getting their frankenshot poison jab and participate in their worldwide genocide experiment, and they got millions of ignorant lemmings

to stand in line for hours to take their suicide shots. STOOOOOOPID IS.......STOOOOOOPID DOES!
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excom_
Joined On 8/21/2021 3:33:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some folks believe everything they hear. Including what big brother says .  Many of the rest of us are very grateful for folks like Dr.

Mercola.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People, those, who are trying to talk about the destruction of the world .www.bitchute.com/.../Z7ktHIL324OW              think about your

family, etc, We need to help each other.   Who is this wack job Hunter Biden  au.search.yahoo.com/search
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leslespower.com.au
Joined On 9/28/2021 7:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you again Dr Mercola for "the facts". I have sought for a long time, an answer to this question (from experts such as yourself, Dr

Malone etc etc). "Is it true or untrue to state that a Child, who is allowed to contract a virus will likely achieve Natural Immunity, &

therefore be "safe" (within certain bounds) & THAT enables "Herd Immunity" as that & ALL OTHER Children mature. My interest in the

answer is VERY relevant to the subject of the DeSantis "round table", in that if my understanding is correct, "These decision makers have

led to (a) Thousands of deaths & (b) ensured covid will be around "forever". I would be SO GRATEFUL for an answer from you DR.
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Camarc65
Joined On 8/18/2017 7:34:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read somewhere that this supposed emergency has been declared over. Does not this mean we stop the madness of an EUA for these

jabs?
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pause but never stop! The Globalists want to continue these dastardly shots and the few vaccines for all eternity. So unless we can

get rid of them and change the rules of all of our medical institutions in every country, get rid of CODEXALIMENTARIUS in total, we

must prevent vaccine mandates for everyone of every age.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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The GOP US senate has intro'ed a bill to declare the emergency over. Start there, follow up
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Balaram108
Joined On 2/10/2012 3:05:58 AM
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Is there a transcript or vid of the Florida round table discussion?
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kj1990
Joined On 8/5/2021 4:29:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was a huge fan of DeSantis until this happened - can anyone explain, speciVcally the parts that are related to the so far unanswered

questions?… www.lifesitenews.com/news/desantis-extends-controversial-covid-liabili..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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I think he is trying to protect both the doctors that followed federal guidelines that told you to go home, without meds, and call us

when you can’t breathe and those who went the rout of early treatment using the FLCCC guidelines. Those who followed federal

guidelines could be sued in the future and those that followed FLCCC guidelines could be sued for breaking the law and/or Vred.

When the EUA is lifted, the lawsuits will begin! The lawyers are literally licking their lips right now! I’m not for protecting these

people, but I understand the economics. For those with the mindset that their doctor is the equivalent of GOD, a medical system

meltdown would cause major mental health issues. He’s trying to prevent a complete meltdown of the medical system and

people's lives. I’m for a meltdown of the entire medical system. It’s the most corrupt system on this planet. The sooner it fails the

better. The fake pandemic was just another prop to keep the medical system's head above water.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think he had much choice - as a veto would have had repercussions - I agree with Jim
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AboveItAll
Joined On 3/16/2022 7:41:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you know their names, they hold government o_ce, and you see them on TV, they are all part of the propaganda THOUGHT

CONTROL scheme being run on you. Forget them ALL. Do not become a fan of anybody you see on TV, or any politician. They are

ALL at war against YOU.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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My personal belief & observations have been that organized education& dumbing down, indoctrination based& moving away from actual

literacy since Rockefeller, Carnegie& Ford decided that they wanted worker cogs& serfs,& not thinking free souls& citizens focused on

doing right& family-centered, a free biblical society. A ritual religious nicolaitan one was Vne, or an antichrist Nietzschean 1& there was

much a_nity in those families w/ the Romish European mindset towards dumbucation, fostering superstition (also compatible w/ all the

despotic & caste-hardened societies w/ karma excusing sin towards one's brother didn't help: the Aryan& Eastern Dragon pyramidal

craft& crony societies).

Formal scholasticism is just another corporatist control mechanism by which men& women are tapped& felt out, initiated& promoted or

demoted as 'dangerous',& too free-thinking, or just plain old thinking too much: men& women w/ souls being turned into beasts,

commodities& merchandised by those who do so (or at least in their self-excusing, self-justifying imaginations holding the truth in

unrighteousness, or turning from it completely& reprobate), believing their manipulations & the outcomes driven for 'justify' them in

whatever choices they make to sin against others. I don't trust ANY of our leadership these days, left or right,& they all seem to connect to

the Mother craft of them all.

The 'changes' they purposely push for,& posture to gain from no matter which way things go, are never for the good of the people or

eternal good unless there's a miraculous intervention& hindrance to their tyrannical craft plans & manipulations,& real revival marked by

repentance at the word& a voluntary...not crafted, manipulated, hypocritical 'forced' one: key word: voluntary/freely chosen, return to

godly biblical living. Little sign of that for all the Daniel 12 increase in knowledge, men running to& fro: just the bowing wall& pride,

manipulation, judgment on the horizon as far as the eye can s
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DeDannan
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I think most manipulate all the time, it seems to be the default thinking for humans. It is a temptation, and the deceit is not so

obvious to the manipulator and the manipulated. We are people of the lie, and it takes a concerted effort to realize this and push

against its gravitational pull. None of us are immune to that temptation, and most don't even see the penalty of succumbing. Every

time we manipulate for self advantage we recreate the prison bars we so desperately wish to escape.  Depending on doing 'good'

works as a salve is useless. The message echoes through the ages if we have 'ears to hear.' Do a U turn and stop the falsehoods,

easier said than done, but there isn't any other way.
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Satan is the father of lies. He became what he was not created to be: Ezekiel 28 KJB; by self-will& the desire to be higher than God,

Is 14, tho he was the covering, hence, highest, cherub, Lucifer. Iniquity was found in him: his 1st sin, pride. He lied to our 1st

parents, as the serpent, more subtil than any beast of the Veld which the LORD God had made. Self-made, more correctly,

self-corrupted. Genesis 3 KJB. He is also known as leviathan, Job 41 KJB, & father over all the children of pride, a dragon.

When Jesus addressed those not recognizing his fulVllment of the word in John 8, & said to them, 'ye are of your father, the Devil,'
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When Jesus addressed those not recognizing his fulVllment of the word in John 8, & said to them, 'ye are of your father, the Devil,'

he was referring to both sins. It was their pride that kept the leaders from repenting, or going to John the Baptist for more than just

to observe, as they later did w/ Jesus, not acknowledging his fulVllment of the word they were supposedly the custodians of, lying

to their own selves: opposing themselves.  They had their power by the Syria-Greeks &Rome, not the word, since the priestly line

had been corrupted,& sold, under the 1st foreshadowing of the man of sin, the reign of Antiochus IV, during his attempt to force

Hellenize Judah.

(Daniel 8 foretold, but Jesus said there would be another, & Vnal fulVllment, Mat 24, Mark 13, Luke 21 KJB. 70 AD&130 AD not that

Vnal either.) It's true that something died immediately in our Vrst parents, their spirit, when they believed the serpent before God,&

ate of that one tree that was forbidden them;& that it brought physical death to all, as well.

Circumcision is a picture of the circumcision of the heart, without hands, before & seen only surely by, God. And, it's true lying

alienates, look what happened to David, but only the self-righteous& proud refuse to acknowledge that fact, to repent& be restored,

born again of God spiritually & entering into rest&peace, restored relationship w/ God. Saul, a child of pride, would not. 1 restored

w/chastening; 1 lost. Full rest yet to come.
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SARS-CoV-2 (C-19,20,21-22) has never been isolated or shown to exist. For that matter, NOT EVEN ONE virus has EVER been

demonstrated to exist. There are labs (locked labs that you aren't allowed to even enter and ask questions) that claim to have done it, but

you can't grow a small genetic snippet in a Petri dish and call it a virus. Furthermore, Koch, on his deathbed admitted he was wrong,

saying "the germ is nothing, terrain is everything". There are germs, there are microbes, but "viruses" do not exist in Nature. "Viruses" only

exist as a set of symptoms inside the body, as a result of a pH imbalance.

How to avoid a pH imbalance? Eat what God gives us in Nature and stop eating man's garbage, so-called "food". It is the only way to

super-charge the immune system so that if you Do get sick the body easily overcomes it. Man's garbage kills you slowly and is the cause

of all chronic disease. Weston A. Price proved it when he discovered that indigenous peoples around the world had ZERO chronic

conditions until they were introduced to reVned `our and sugar. I am not a doctor. I'm just a retired guy who reads all day and this is what I

have learned since 2020.
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EXACTLY! Not sure why these doctors even use the word virus!! There is NO such thing as a virus, only VIRAL MATERIAL that

occurs as a result of cell death, AKA: cell apoptosis! The whole thing is a LIE!
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I'm with you. IMHO, Price should have been head of the AMA and ADA forever (and continue even in absentia). I'm not bragging but

I have been studying and following nutrition for more than 40 years in an attempt to erase a lot of family diseases. He and the

Foundation in his honor have taught me so much. The big problem with most doctors and dentists is the desire and need to make

money often outweighs everything. So most don't learn any more nutrition than they think they will be forced to. Most parents don't

know or teach their children good nutrition either. So you are stuck going it alone or listening to the Food Pyramid (which should be

turned upside down). Since I read a lot and have a Holistic Nutrition MS, I have found the Price, Paleo/Primal and keto diets -- but

that took me over 40 years and a mom nagging me to keep my weight down.
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Well this is interesting. No matter what subject I click on "Roundtable Discussion on COVID Treatments and Mandates" is the only one

that opens. What has happened to this website?
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That seems to happen when other subjects have reached the 48th hour of their existence. The system just brings up the current

article.
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otis101 Ah ha Thank you. That makes sense. I totally forgot about the 48 hour thing.
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